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• Short introduction to
• COSY
• Electron cooling
• 2 MeV electron cooler
• Motivation
• Beam properties and control
• Model basis / Simulation
• Current status





















• Unpolarized and polarized
• Stochastic and electron cooling
• Up to 2,8 GeV
• 184 m circumference
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2 MeV electron Cooler
6BINP SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia “Magnetic System of Electron Cooler for COSY”
Design parameters
Energy range:
























• Orbit adjustment is done manually
• Larmor motion can only be compensated in one section
• Larmor motion at other locations and galloping motion is
not dealt with
Goal:
• Enhance cooling efficiency
• Higher beam current, allowed by higher recouperation rate




















• Coherent cyclotron motion superimposed with longitudinal 
propagation
• Mismatched magnetic sections (Bending) lead to coherent 
oscillation.


























Line10-1 | - - - - - - Bend 2 - - - - - - |Line05-1| - - - - - - Line17-1 - - - -
• Coherent cyclotron motion superimposed with longitudinal 
propagation
• Mismatched magnetic sections (Bending) lead to coherent 
oscillation.
• Integer number of oscillation in bending sections is wanted




















• Varying longitudinal field 
in straight section
• Logging beam position 
vs. changed field/current



















Short dipoles kick the beam specifically





















• Not coherent but deterministic
• Individual larmor oscillation 






















to minimize heat up









































Time discrete trajectory simulation
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Given an apropriate form of the equation of motion
X / Y
Z



















• Simulated electrons in the entire energy range are guided
through the whole structure
• Magnets behave as expected
• Single adjustments based on trajectory response work
First conclusion
• Beam behavior expectation allows adjustment of the 2 MeV 




















• Indroducing finer and more reliable field maps
• Study the actual 2 MeV Cooler to decrease dissimilarities
• Automatizing a sequencial adjustment
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Plans for the near future
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Thank You
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